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EFFICIENT COMFORT

• Communicating capable 
with our Affinity™ Hx3™ 
Touch-screen Thermostat for 
whole-system improvement.

• Two-stage compressor for 
quiet and efficient operation.

SYSTEM FLEXIBILITY

• Compact footprint allows the unit to 
fit in tight spaces – without limiting 
performance, capacity or efficiency.

• Multiple control options give 
you the flexibility to use either a 
conventional thermostat or our 
Wi-Fi®-enabled Affinity™ Hx3™ 
Touch-screen Thermostat for 
communicating capability.

TRUSTED QUALITY

• Unmatched warranties include 
a 1-year Labor Limited Warranty, 
Lifetime Compressor Limited Warranty 
and 10-year Parts Limited Warranty 
on registered outdoor units.

• ENERGY STAR® certified performance 
means greater energy efficiency.

Since 1874, we’ve provided air quality solutions for some of the most complex structures in 
the world. Today, we take pride in knowing YORK® home comfort systems are keeping our friends 
and neighbors comfortable in homes across the country. And since YORK® heat pumps
engineered and assembled in the United States, you can be confident any YORK® heat pump you buy 
will provide your family with comfort, energy savings and lasting performance for years to come.

FLEXIBLE AND EFFICIENT:  
YORK® AFFINITY™ SERIES YZT HEAT PUMPS.
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•_____SEER means you save _____% in the operation costs on this system.SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio) is how we measure the efficiency of the air conditioner.•Two stage air conditioning and heat pump operation.The two stage operation uses less electricity and is designed so this system runs almost all of time.  This is beneficial for several reasons.  The longer this system runs the less starting and stopping the system does.  This results in less wear and tear, more even air temperatures, and more humidity removal.•“Hot Heat” heat pump technology.This feature creates a hotter temperature air to come out of the ducts.  The system does this by slowing down the Variable Speed blower, which allows the evaporator coil to get hotter.  The slower moving air will pick up more heat into the air, netting a high air temperature leaving the ducts.  •Smart Heat Pump technology.The auxiliary heat is not controlled by thermostat like most systems.  The heat pump will monitor its heating potential.  If it is not providing enough heat, then it will activate the auxiliary heat.  This greatly reduces the use of the higher cost auxiliary heating system.•Variable Speed indoor blower.This is the blower in the indoor unit that blows the air through your duct system.  This blower is virtually silent.  The blower slowly changes speed during operation.  This creates several benefits.  In the summer it will provide lower operation costs, create colder air temperatures, more humidity removal, and more even room to room cooling temperatures.  In the winter it will provide lower operation costs, create hotter air temperatures, and more even room to room heating temperatures.
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•Quiet design.This unit is designed with a quiet fan blade design for smooth airflow.  A composite base pan that distributes and dampens sound.•Ten-year parts and labor warranty.All York products will be covered for parts and labor.  The only things that are not covered are maintenance items such as air filters, and external parts of the system such as piping, ductwork, and wires.•Lifetime compressor warranty.This is a part replacement warranty that is available to the original purchaser.  This does not cover labor outside of the ten-year labor warranty.•Three years of the Seasonal Plus service agreement.Automatic Climate will provide three years of maintenance for this system.  This includes the spring and fall service and all of the Seasonal Plus benefits for the following three years at no additional cost. This service can be extended for the life of this system.


